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PULSE QT – STRAPLESS HEART RATE MONITOR

“Customer satisfaction is our guarantee”

Aussie Fit Sport Science has been developing and marketing unique and innovative fitness/exercise 
products since 1984. Your new (pulse®) QT Strapless HR Monitor Sportswatch is manufactured to 
very high international standards and uses Salutron, California, U.S.A. patented  technology and is 
guaranteed against manufacturer defect for one year from date of purchase. If a manufacture defect is 
found please return the watch to the address below with a description of the problem. It will be repaired 
or replaced.
A new lithium CR2025 3 volt battery should last over 12 months with normal use, however 
because battery life is dependent on elapsed time since its installation at the factory and the influence 
of temperature and humidity and shelf life, the original battery is not covered by guarantee. A sleep 
mode (see inside front cover) has been designed to extend the battery life. When the battery fades it 
should be replaced by a qualified watchmaker to ensure continued water resistance. Battery 
replacement is available by sending the watch to the below address with $25.00 payment and return 
address/contact for return post.

50 metres water resistant is a classification for swimming, showering etc. (pulse®) QT should not be 
worn snorkeling or SCUBA diving nor any buttons be pushed underwater. Heart Rate cannot be 
detected underwater by this monitor but can be detected out of water whilst wet. e.g. at the end of a 
swim lap. 

Do not wear under conditions where the sensors can be clogged with dirt, dust, glue, resin, soap, etc. 
or under working conditions where the watch can be scratched or damaged.

Wishing you happy training and success in your fitness pursuit.

Dr Peter Bethune PhD

Aussie Fit Sport Science P/L, 3 Vantage Point Drive, Burleigh Heads, Queensland 4220. Australia.
Tel/fax (07) 5576 3688, email : sales@aussiefitsport.com.au  www.aussiefitsport.com.au
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